History of the Tatars
Lot of 5 Books Published in Kazan during the 1920s

Printed in Cyrillic & Arabic Script

The five books originate from the 1920s just before Soviet authorities introduced Latin script for the Tatar language. During the early years of the Soviet Union secular schools had started using Cyrillic script and Tatar religious schools continued to use Arabic script.

All books are bound in red half-leather with their original covers inside.

Lot of 5 Books in Tatar
Price: 5500 EUR
Plus shipping & insurance plus 7% European VAT (within the EU and if no VAT ID can be supplied only)
Tatar Books from Kazan in Cyrillic & Arabic Script Printed in the 1920s

Ubaydulin, A. Aziz
HISTORY OF THE TATARS
Tatar in Arabic script
152 pp, HC in red half-leather
Format: 22 x 16 cm
Kazan 1924

A[bdullah] Battal
HISTORY OF THE TURKS OF KAZAN
Tatar in Arabic script
248 pp, 26 photos, HC in red half-leather
Format: 22 x 16 cm
Kazan 1925

Hudyakov, Michail
ESSAYS ON THE HISTORY OF THE KAZAN KHANATES
Tatar in Cyrillic script
302, 2 pp, 1 coloured map, HC in red half-leather
Format: 22 x 16 cm
Kazan 1923

Firsov, Nikolay
THE PAST OF THE TATARS.
A Short Popular Scientific Historial Essay
Tatar in Cyrillic script
48 pp, HC in red half-leather
Format: 22 x 16 cm
Kazan 1926

Vorobyov, N. I.
THE KAZAN TATARS.
An Ethnographic Essay
Tatar in Cyrillic script
Special Edition, 133-166 pp., HC in red half-leather
Format: 22 x 16 cm
Kazan 1925